1. Introduction. 1 The operations of addition and multiplication of ordinals do not behave as well as one might desire. For example, the commutative laws are not valid, and the distributive law is valid on only one side. Consequently, we make definitions of a sum and product that do not have such defects.
A binary operation, a 0/3, on ordinals is termed a natural sum if a 0/3 is a well-determined ordinal for any two ordinals, a and (3, such that:
(1) a0/3=/30a, (2) (a0/3)0ô=a0(/30S), (3) a0O=a, (4) Ô0a>ô0/3if and only if a>/3, where ô is any ordinal.
Throughout this paper, a (a, (3) will denote the natural sum defined by Hessenberg.
2 It is the unique natural sum satisfying the condition that cû a 'm+oe^-n=(x(oe a m } co%), where a and /3 are any two ordinals such that aèjS, and where m and n are any two positive integers. a (a, j3) shall be shown to be the "smallest" natural sum, and it shall be shown to be the best bound for the order type of the join of two well-ordered subsets, of respective order types a and (3, of an ordered set.
A binary operation, a®/?, on ordinals is termed a natural product if a®/3 is a well-determined ordinal for any two ordinals, a and /3, such that:
(1) a®/3 = jÖ®a, (2) (a®/3)®ô = a®(/3®ô), (3) a®l=a, (4) a®ô>j8®S if and only if a>(3,
where ô is any ordinal, and where 7 = 7(<x, /3) is a suitable ordinal.
Presented to the Society, September 5, 1941 ; received by the editors June 6, 1941. The writer is indebted to Professor Reinhold Baer for his advice in the preparation of this paper.
1 The writer presupposes familiarity with the material on ordinals found in F. HausdorfTs Mengenlehre.
2 G. Hessenberg, Grundbegriffe der Mengenlehre, Abhandlungen der Fries'schen Schule, (n. s.), 1.4, Göttingen, 1906, no. 75. It may be noted that the ordinal y above is a natural sum of a and /3. If we impose the condition that this ordinal be equal to a(a, ]8), we obtain the unique natural product defined by Hausdorff.
3 This particular natural product will be denoted by 7r(a, /?) throughout this paper. We shall show that 7r(a, /3) is the "smallest" natural product and that it is the best bound for the order type of a certain rectangular array of ordered elements that has "a rows" and "fi columns." Another application of Hausdorff's natural product will be given in determining a bound for the order type of the semi-group generated by a well-ordered set of positive elements in an ordered Abelian group. 
III.
(T{P,T)ST<&P.
IV. T + pSr®p.
5 PROOF OF I. I is true for r = 0 and for all p. Assume it to be true for all p and for all r less than a. It is true for p = 0 and r = a. Assume it to be true for all p less than j8 and r -a. We shall now prove I to be true for p=fi and r = a.
It is easily verified that R + T is well-ordered for p=/3 and r -a. Suppose the order type of R + T is greater than (3® a. Then R + T has a segment Z of order type /50a. By our induction hypothesis, it is seen that the order type of the subset of elements of T that are in Z must be a, since a0/3>/x®/3 for a>ix. Likewise the order type of the subset of elements of R that are in Z must be j8. The elements of R that are in Z form a segment of R, and the elements of T that are in Z form a segment of T. Hence the set R-\-T is the same as the segment Z of R + T. This gives us a contradiction, proving I. PROOF Let T be a set of elements of order type r. Then T is the join of sets Ti, l^i^n,
where Ti has order type oe ai b il and where each element in Ti is smaller than every element in 7\-+i.
By letting each element in Ti be greater than every element in Ri and smaller than every element in 2? t -+i, we form a set i£+2" of order type <r(p, T).
Ill is an immediate consequence of I and II, and IV is an immediate consequence of I.
An ordered set of elements, A = {a a p}, 0^a<r, 0^/3<fx, where r and J LC are any two ordinals, is an ordered r, fx-block if a a p <a ayi a$ a <a ya for j8 <Y. An ordered r, jit-block ^4 is said to be less than an ordered p, X-block J3, that is, A <B, if each element in A is considered to be less than every element in B. Two ordered r, /x-blocks, A = {a a p} and B = {6 a /3}, are congruent if the following two conditions are equivalent: (1) a a p<a p \, (2) b a p<b p \. THEOREM 2. Le/ T®IJL be any natural product. I. Le/ ^4 = {#«0} fre a» ordered r, n-block. Then A is well-ordered and has order type less than or equal to r®jit.
II. There exists an ordered r, fx-block of order type exactly T(T, /X).
III. 7r(r, /X) ^T<S>jU.
IV. r^T0/i. 6 PROOF OF I. Suppose that ^4 is not well-ordered. Then there exists a subset 5 of A, datf^aatf^
• • • , of order type co*. Since the au are well-ordered, we may choose a chain C, oô l7l >a Ô272 > • • • , of order type co*, from the set B such that 5i^ 5 2^ • • • . Since the 7» are wellordered, there exists a 7;, say 7^, such that 7^ ^ 71. But then as kyk à a^i yv which is a contradiction.
The set A has order type less than or equal to T®/X for r = l and all /x. Assume this to be true for all ju and for all r less than ô. It is 6 7r(p, r) may be larger than the maximum {rp, pr}, for example, let r = p = co + l.
Then rp = pr = co 2 -r-w + l, and w(p, r)=co 2 -|-co2 + l.
true for ju = 1 and r = ô. Assume it to be true for all p, less than y and r = ô. We shall now prove A has order type less than or equal to r®p for M = 7 and r= ô. -1) , where m r -1 ^0. By hypothesis, 5>p>0and ô><a a *. Let Ti be the set {a^}, where 0^a<p and 0^/3<7. Let T 2 be the set {a afi }, where p^a< S and 0^/3<7. Then ^4 is the set Ti + T 2 . By our induction hypotheses, the order type of Ti is less than or equal to p ®y. Likewise, the order type of JH 2 is less than or equal to oe ar ®y. Theorem 1 implies that the order type of A is less than or equal to (j(p®7, co<* r ®7) =7®o"(p, co ar ) =7® ô. Because of the symmetry, A has order type less than or equal to r®p for JU = 7 and r = ô, if ni>l or s>l.
Case II. nii = r = ni = s = l, that is, ô=co a i and 7=co^1. Suppose that the order type of A is greater than 5® y. Then A has a segment Z of order type ô®7. Let A=Z+Y.
Let a\ € be the smallest element in F. Then ô >A and 7 > e.
Let Ti be the set {a^}, where 0 ^a< ô and 0 ^j8< e. Let T 2 be the set {a a/ 3}, where 0^a<X and where e^/3<7. Let W=T±+T2-#00, #oi aio, an #0 € , ^oe+l
#XÉ,
The set at the left of the dotted line is 7\, and that in the upper righthand corner is TV W certainly contains Z. Therefore, according to our supposition, the order type of W is greater than or equal to 5®7.
By our induction hypothesis, the order type of T\ is less than or equal to 5® e, and the order type of T 2 is less than or equal to 7®X. Theorem 1 implies that the order type of W is less than or equal to <r(ô® e, 7®X). According to (6) We first assume that / = 0. In this case a = 0 and r = a. If we let a\ n <de p for X<0, it is seen that an ordered r, /x-block is formed of order type JUT = 7T(/X, T). Assume that II is true for all integers / less than k and for all integers v. We shall now prove II to be true when t = k. 
Gx
By our induction hypothesis, there exists an ordered <£, X-block D Q of order type 7r(</>, X). We may construct congruent ordered <£, Xblocks D a , 0^a<co a,7 * / *, as in the Diagram, such that D a <D$ for Let E 0 be the block of all the D a . E 0 is an ordered co a , X-block. The order type of E 0 is 7r(</>, X) -co" 7 *^. We may now construct congruent ordered oj a , X-blocks Ep, 0^j8<r?, as in the Diagram, such that
Let Fo be the block of all the Ep. Then F 0 is an ordered co a , Xrç-block. The order type of F 0 is Now we construct congruent ordered co a , Arç-blocks Fi, 0^i<a> such that Fi < F jf for i <j.
Let Go be the block of all the Fi. Then Go is an ordered a) a a, \rj-block. The order type of Go is 7r(</>, \)ù) w7kf k-rja. We construct congruent ordered oe a a, Xrç-blocks Gi, 0^i<b, as in the Diagram, such that Gi < Gy, for i <j.
Let A be the block of all the Gi. A is an ordered co a a, co^ô-block. The order type of A is
3. Well-ordered subsets of ordered Abelian groups. We prove the following theorem. Case 2. There exists no integer N such that each element in M is the sum of N elements in T.
Let T be the set {t a }, where t a < tp for a </3. Let D a be the subgroup of G that is generated by /« and all g in G such that 0^g<t a -Then In this case, we may throw out this finite number of a»-and then we have a chain, Ci>c 2 > • • • , of order type co*, where each Ci is in an M (a), a<y. Let c\ be in M{p), p<y. By our induction hypothesis, there exists a c», say Ck, not in M(p). But then Ck>ci, a contradiction.
(b) An infinite number of the a» are in Af (7) but not in any M {a), a<7.
In this case, we may choose a chain, ci>c 2 > • • • , of order type co*, where each d is in M(y) but not in any M (a), ce<7.
Let d =fi+gi, where ƒ* is in an Mia), a <y, and g t -is a sum of terms in r, each of which is in R y but not in an R a , a<7. We saw in (a) that the ƒ»• must be well-ordered. Hence the gi must not be wellordered, that is, we can choose a chain from the g»: g« 1 >g« 2 > • • • , of order type co*. Each g ai is a sum of terms in T, all of which are in R y but not in any R at a<y.
Let / be the smallest positive element in T that is in R y but not in an R a , a <y. There exists an integer n such that nt is greater than g ai . According to Case 1, there must exist a g ai , say g ap that is the sum of more than n positive elements in T. But then g aj >nt>g av a contradiction.
Before we proceed, we shall prove this lemma. 
